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Surveys were sent to the 182 school superintendents in the
public schools of Kentucky in order to identify the teachers of
exploratory foreign language programs. The survey dealt with
three areas: (1) the foreign language program in grades 5-8,
(2) the foreign language program in grades 9-12, (3) plans to
implement an exploratory program. 153 superintendents (842)
returned the surveys and 25 districts (14%) were identified as
having a foreign language program in grades 6-8. No foreign lan-
gklage program below grade 6 was identified. Seven new programs
were initiated in the 1975-76 school year and five additional
school districts plan to implement an exploratory program in
the 1976-77 school year.
The names of 79 teachers were riven by the superintendents
as foreign language teachers in grades 6-8. More extensive sur-
veys were then sent to these teachers and a total of 51 surveys
(65%) were returned. 'iorn the surveys, 36 teachers were iden-
tified as foreign language exploratory teachers.
:he teachers' surveys had two parts. Part I asked for per-
sonal data while Part II dealt with the foreign language program
in grades 5-9. From the section labeled "Personal Data" it was
learned that 85 of the foreign language teachers in grades 6-8
were female and 61% were between the ages of 21 and 30. 76 had
a major or minor and 6l were non-tenure teachers (less than four
years of experience).
Results from Part II of the teachers' surveys indicated that
a great deal of variety exists in the organizational patterns of
exploratories and ii', the type of foreign language experiences
offered. Five languages, Spanish, French, German, Russian, and
Hebrew were taught in grades 9-12 while Spanish, French, German,
Russian, and Italian were taught in grades 6-8. Criteria for
the selection of exploratory students varied a great deal from
one district to another. 65% of the programs permitted any
interested student to register frr a foreign language class.
65',10 also indicated that enrollment in foreign languages in
grades 6-8 was the same or higher than last year. The lack of
basic materials, such as textbooks and language labs, was the
chief concern of the majority of teachers.
Foreign language exploratories are in their infancy in
Kentucky. Little agreement exists on how they should be offered
and how they should be taught. However, most of the teachers
who taught exploratories praised the programs for giving the
students an opportunity to discover his potential for language
learning. They stated that exploratories enabled the students
to make an intelligent decision about languages in the high school
and helped revive sagging high school foreign language enrollments.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO FOREIGN LANGUAGE EXPLORATORY PROGRAMS
Purpose of the Study 
:n recent years exploratory programs in foreign languages have
developed in several school districts in Kentucky. In other dis-
tricts, foreign languages are introduced at the middle school level
in programs resembling exploratory programs in varying degrees. In
addition, many foreign language programs at the middle school level
are sequential and are not exploratory. Mr. Robert C. Lafayette,
the Director of Foreign Language Education at Indiana University,
states that exploratory programs " . . . have been basically grass-
root movements and many of them have not been identified and/or
described in professional literature."
1 
Mr. Lafayette further
states that "in order to obtain in-depth information about these
programs, it is first of all necessary that they be identified."
2
The purpose of this study is to identify and describe the existing
foreign language exploratory programs in the middle schools and
junior high schools of Kentucky as well as to garner information
about the teachers of foreign languages in grades 5-8.
1
Robert C. Lafayette (from a letter to Mr. Anthony Koester),
Foreign Language Education Program, Indiana University School of
Education, Bloomington, Indiana, (no date given).
1
2
Problem and Need for the Study 
Very little information has been gathered about foreign language
exploratory programs in Kentucky. No extensive research study has
yet been done on this subject. No one group or individual knows the
extent of foreign language education in Kentucky's middle schools.
No set definition has been established for an exploratory program
and confusion exists among teachers as to what an exploratory is.
However, for the purpose of this study, an exploratory will be defined
as any course offered below the ninth grade level which serves as an
introduction to high school language courses and lasts less than one
year.
Chart I on page 3 shows the total enrollment figures for the
1970-75 school years for Kentucky's high schools (grades 9-12) and
the middle schools (grades 7-8). The chart indicates that high school
foreign language enrollment figures have beeen steadily decreasing
over the last five years. Pupil enrollment in the 7th and 8th grades
in 1974-75 increased over the 1970-71 figure after a drop in enroll-
ment in 1971-74.3 Mr. Anthony Koester, the Foreign Language Consul-
tant for the State of Kentucky, believes that "the only real encourage-
ment (for the future of foreign languages in Kentucky) at this time
seems to be coming from the middle school level."' Although there
is renewed activity in middle school foreign language programs,
exploratory programs are operating without curriculum guidelines.
3The Kentucky Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages.
The Bluegrass Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 1 (Louisville, Kentucky: Univer-
sity of Louisville, Fall 1975), p. 14.
4
Anthony Koester (from a letter), Foreign Language Consultant,
Department of Education, Frankfort, Kentucky, February 6, 1976.
3
Apdarently other states are in the same situation. For example, the
Topeka Public Schools have an exploratory program presently in opera-
tion although the Kansas State Department of ucation has not estab-
lished curriculum guidelines for exploratory courses.
CHART I
ENROLLMENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Enrollment 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-5
Middle School 2,335 1,910 1,561 2,274 2,471
High School 35,881 32,958 32,374 28,088 26,88,
Perhaps the most important need for this study lies in the fact
that there is little or no articulation among foreign language explo-
ratory teachers at the middle school level in Kentucky. Mr. Anthony
Koester states that he has no information on which schools in Kentucky
offer foreign language exploratories. He states that "It would cer-
tainly be helpful to know which schools are offering exploratory
courses."
6 
As a third-year teacher of foreign language exploratories,
the writer recognizes the lack of articulation and lack of communi-
cation among schools which offer foreign language exploratories.
The writer has met several teachers who also teach exploratories
and has found that there are many common problems and needs. The
exploratory teachers in Kentucky need to be aware of their colleagues
who share similar programs and common problems. If a school district
is contemplating the implementation of a foreign language exploratory
5Charles Nicholson (from a letter), Director of Curriculum Sec-





program, the district needs to know of other schools who have success-
fully adopted such a program.
Beginning with the 1975-76 school year, eighth graders will be
given one narnegie unit of high school credit for successfully com-
pleting the first level of a foreign language.7 As accredited for-
eign language courses move down into the middle schools, the foreign
language programs at that level oecome more important and need to be
re-examined in light of this new development.
In conclusion, several needs for this study exist. The lack of
professional literature on the subject of foreign language explora-
tories leaves a void which needs to be filled. Kentucky, among other
states, has foreign language exploratories operating in various
school systems without curriculum guidelines. A lack of articulation
and communication exists between school districts with similar pro-
grams and between foreign language exploratory teachers. As accre-
dited coursework begins in the eighth grade, the need for a good,
solid continuing program from the beginning to termination of foreign
language study becomes more important. Finally, the level of instruc-
tion witnessing the greatest increase in enrollment is the middle
school level. A lack of knowledge of the extent to which foreign
language exploratories exist in Kentucky might possibly impede the
growth of foreign languages in our state.
7
The Kentucky ',ouncil on the Teaching of Foreign Languages,
The Bluegrass Bulletin, p. 13.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Professional literature dealing with junior high and middle
school foreign language programs is extremely scarce and literature
on exploratory programs is almost impossible to locate. In addi-
tion, a clear definition of a foreign language exploratory program
is missing from professional and educational literature. Most
sources describe an exploratory foreign language program as a
"linguistic and cultural experience which precedes the first level
of a regular sequential language program."
8 
In addition, most
sources agree that the vast majority of exploratory programs are
found In the seventh and eighth grades, although exploratory pro-
grams can be found in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades.
c)
An exploratory foreign language program has several functions
and goals. Upon completion of an exploratory foreign language
course, the student should be better able to make an intelligent,
informed decision concerning the language he chooses to study at
the high school level. He should have an increased awareness of
8
Percy Fearing and Frank Crittner, editors, Exploratory
Foreign Language Programs in the Middle School (Denver: Workshop
for Foreign Language Consultants and Supervisors, November 27.
1974), pp. 1-2. (Mimeographed)
9John H. Hansen and Arthur C. Hearn, The Middle School Program
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1971), p. 227.
5
other cultures and their contributions to, and influence on, the
American way of life. The foreign language exploratory program Is
designed to build interest in foreign languages, increase high school
foreign language enrollment, and prepare the student for the study
of a foreign language by teaching the student the methods of learn-
ing a foreign language.
10
The goals of an exploratory program are:
(1) to provide as many students as possible with a satis-
fying introductory foreign language experience,
(2) to provide motivation for further language study,
(3) to inspire an appreciation for other cultures,
(4) to increase or develop a self-awareness through an
awareness of cultural differences,
(5) to give students some background information about
languages and to provide a basis for selection--or
11non-selection--of a foreign language to be studied.
Although a concise definition of a foreign language exploratory
program is missing from professional literature, descriptions of
various exploratory programs currently in operation in the United
States are available. Foreign language exploratory programs differ
from one school district to another in various aspects such as the
age of students enrolled in the program, the number of languages
offered, the teaching methods and materials used, etc. The varia-
tions in structure and course content of an exploratory course are
too numerous to mention. Some of the most common approaches to
exploratory programs are "The Beginning Sequence Approach," "The
Language Potpourri," "The General Language Course," "The Single
10
Lorraine A. Strasheim, "Exploratory Foreign Language Programs"
(Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University, no date given), p. 1.
(Mimeographed)
11
Fearing and Grittner, p. 2.
7




In addition, there are many programs which
do not fit neatly into the descriptions of these programs. Some
variations In programs are slight, whereas others are so radically
different that they are in a unique classification.
In the "Beginning Sequence Approach," the first level of for-
eign language study is begun at the junior high school. In some
instances, two semesters of language study in the eighth grade
count as level one. In other cases, four semesters in the seventh
and eighth grades are equivalent to level one. The Beginning
Sequence Approach is exploratory in nature in that students may
decide to terminate their language study at the end of their first
year of study.
14
The "Language Potpourri" gives the student a wide selection
of languages from which to choose. In some instances all the lan-
guages offered are required electives and are taken for successive
nine- or twelve-week periods. Spanish, French, and German are the
languages which are most often offered. At the end of the explora-
tory course the student will have had experience in each language
offered at the high school level.
15
The "General Language Course" is the oldest known exploratory
offering. In this approach, the student does not learn the specifics
12




Fearing and Grittner, p. 3.
15
Jane Bourque and Linda Chehy, "Exploratory Language and Cul-
tures A Unique Program," Foreign Language Annals, Vol. 9 (7ebruary
1976), p. 10.
or the mechanics of one language but learns in generalities about
languages and language learning. The course is built around the
theme "What is language all about?"
16 
The history of the language,
the language'F, relationship to English, the contributions of its
civilization to western civilization, its interrelationship to the
various language families and to the culture cf various peoples
are stressed over the ability to communicate in the target language.
The "Single Language Exploratory Offering" offers a specific
language for a six- or nine-week period. The language offered is
often not taught at the high school level. The Single Language
Exploratory is usually not coordinated with the high school level
and may be offered in the fifth, sixth, or seventh grades, although
level one does not begin until the ninth grade. Lack of articula-
tion with the level one courses is the main criticism of this
approach.
18
Under the "Required Elective Approach" all the middle school
students are required to elect one of the languages which is taught
at the high school.
19
After completing the required elective, the
students may then choose to study the foreign language at the high
school or may terminate their language study.
20
In the "Foreign Language Exploration Approach" or FLEX all the
1?
languages taught at the high school are offered in successive six- or
16
Bourque and Thehy, p. 10.
1









nire-week periods for one semester. All classes are structured so
that the same units are covered in each language. By the end of
the semester, the student should be able to make a wise decision
concerning language study at the high school.
21
The "FLAIHM" Exploratory Program involves Foreign Languages,
Art, Industrial Arts, Home Economics, and Music. Its name comes
from the first letters of the subjects it encompasses. This explora-
tory program is interdisciplinary and depends upon cooperation
among departments. Art, Industrial Arts, Home Economics, and
Music not only teach the fundamentals of their subjects, but focus
on the art, music, food, and crafts of the foreign language taught.
22
Xany states other than Kentucky have interesting and innovative
foreign language exploratory programs which are variations of these
descriptions. The following states offer a foreign language explora-
tory program: Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida,
Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, South :arolina, Texas, Utah,
Washington, and Wisconsin. Many of the states which have foreign
language exploratory programs have not developed or adopted state-
wide curriculum guidelines for these programs. Louisiana is the








Letter from Louis J. Michot, State Superintendent of Public
r;ducation, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. (No date given)
10
Mississippi are in the process of writing foreign language explora-
tory curriculum guidelines.
24
The Tucson Public Schools of Tucson, Arizona, offer three pro-
grams of foreign language study in the seventh and eighth grades.
Students may elect to study French, German, Hebrew, Latin, or
Spanish for one year and upon satisfactory completion of the course
the students are given one high school credit. The students who
wish to continue in the language enroll in level two the next year.
A similar program, which offers the same five languages to seventh
and/or eighth graders without high school credit, stresses conver-
sational skill. Some junior high schools in Tucson offer an explora-
tory course to seventh graders in which several languages are
offered in one year. The exploratory program differs from school
to school in the district.
25
The Baltimore City Public Schools also have a foreign language
exploratory program. Seventh graders, by studying each language
for one quarter (nine weeks), sample each of the foreign languages
taught--French, German, Latin, and Spanish. The student is then
better able to decide which language he wishes to study in the
eighth grade. Like many school districts offering a foreign language
24
Letters from Caro H. Feagin, Foreign Language Consultant,
Department of Education, Atlanta, Georgia, March 9, 1976, and
Hubert Staley, Foreign Language Consultant, Department of Education,
Jackson, Mississippi, March 2, 1976.
25
Letter from Felizardo Valencia, Foreign Language Coordinator,Tucson School District No. 1, Tucson, Arizona, March 10, 1976.
11
exploratory program, the Baltimore City Public Schools have not
published curriculum guidelines for their program.
26
The Baltimore County Public Schools of Towson, Maryland, have
an exploratory program similar to that of their sister system, the
Baltimore City Schools. Exploratory courses are offered in a single
language or in a combination of languages and last for one year. If
a student wishes to continue the study of a language, he may elect
a first-level course the next year. The main purpose of the explora-
tory is to expose as many students as possible to cultures other
than their own through the language of one or more countries.
Unlike many school districts or states which offer foreign language
exploratory programs, Baltimore County wrote two curriculum guide-
lines in 1972, entitled Meeting Another Culture Through Language: 
French and Meeting Another Culture Through Language: Spanish.
27
Although most foreign language exploratory courses are offered
at the seventh and eighth grade levels, one school district is
experimenting with a "mini-FLEX" (Foreign Language Exploratory)
program in the fourth grade.
28 
The Topeka Public Schools of Kansas
are in their fifth year of offering five languages--Latin, Spanish,
Russian, German, and Chinese—to fourth graders in several elemen-
tary schools in the district. Students study each language for
26
Letter from Thomas Troy, Coordinator of Foreign Languages,
Baltimore City Public Schools, Baltimore, Maryland, April 7, 1976.
27
Letter from Arthur L. Micozzi, Office of Foreign Languages,
Baltimore County Schools, Towson, Maryland, April 5, 1976.
28
Letter from George Rundell, Instructional Specialist, Topeka
Public Schools, Topeka, Kansas, March 5, 1976.
12
30 minutes per day for two weeks. A three-week break separates
each language presented.
29
In the Dade County Schools of Miami, Florida, the school year
is divided into nine-week blocks, called quinmesters. Students
may take as many or as few quins as they wish. The electives for
quins are the same at the junior and senior high school levels.
By offering a variety of first-level quin courses, foreign language
teachers hope "to attract the beginner and/or interest in a posi-
tive way the student who would not ordinarily choose a foreign
language."
30
In Dade County, a great deal of flexibility in for-
eign language programs exists. Some schools offer a full year of
foreign language study in the seventh grade while other schools
offer only 18 weeks. Many schools offer a "wheel" of nine weeks
of required electives, such as art, music, Spanish, and graphics.
31
Although the term "exploratory" is not used as a descriptor of the
foreign language program in Dade County, the program is exploratory
in nature.
At the Norfolk Junior High School in Norfolk, Nebraska, Ms.
Kathleen Bence is teaching an exploratory French course entitled
"French Culture." The course is offered one semester to seventh
graders and the next semester to eighth graders. Classes meet every
day for 27 minutes (one-half class period). No tests or grades are
29
George Rundell, editor, F. L. Topeka (Topeka, Kansas:
Topeka Public Schools, December, 1975), pp. 1-2.
30
Letter from Elizabeth Alonso, Consultant for Foreign





are given. A total of 360 students enroll in the class each year.
Ms. Bence states that high enrollment figures are indicative of the
success of the program. She is currently writing curriculum guide-
lines for her exploratory course.
32
As the six exploratory programs described above demonstrate,
foreign language exploratory programs are not confined to a particu-
lar geographic region or grade level. Hbcploratory programs can be
found in many states and at every level of the elementary and second-
ary curriculum. Experts in the field of foreign language education
generally agree that exploratories are the brightest star on the
foreign language horizon in recent years. Many foreign language
educators believe that sagging high school enrollments can be improved
by initiating strong middle school programs. Ins Garcfa of the
Texas Education Agency states that "the area of exploratory courses
in the middle school is still new and experiments are even now being
conducted in this state."35 Percy Fearing states that "the jury is
still out on where we (foreign language educators) should be in this
"34
area. Experiments and research need to be done on existing prc-
grams to determine their results and evaluate their effectiveness.
Although foreign language exploratory programs are relatively
recent innovations, the exploratory principle has been a cornerstone
of junior high and middle school educational philosophy for quite
32.
lietter from Kathleen Y. Bence, French teacher, Norfolk Junior
High School, Norfolk, Nebraska, April 20, 1976.
33Letter from Ings Garcra, Spanish ',:orisultant, Texas Education
Agency, Austin, Texas, March 5, 1976.
3'Letter from Percy Fearing, Modern Language Education 7,00rdi-
nator, State Department of Education, St. Paul, Minnesota. (No
date given)
14
some time. In 1924 Calvin Olin Davis stated in Junior High School
Education that "there should be a period of exploration, when there
is a preview of the specialized secondary school courses."35 Gruhn
and Douglass state that exploration is one of the most important
functions of the modern junior high school. They define explora-
tion as an experience which should:
. . . lead pupils to discover and explore their special-
ized interests, aptitudes, and abilities as a basis for
decisions regarding educational opportuni ies • .
present and future vocational decisions.
Exploratories are "success-oriented"37 experiences which give stu-
dents the opportunity to discover their talents and develop their
specific interests. After students realize their innate abilities
and interests, they should be better prepared to plan for high
school and their future.38
In the 1920's and 1930's the exploration principle was applied
to foreign languages through a "General Language" course which
stressed cultural aspects rather than conversational skills.
McWilliams described an example of the program which was called
"World Languages' and provided an introduction to five languages.39
35,1alvin Olin Davis, Junior High School Education (Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1924), p. 106.
316William T. Gruhn and Harl R. Douglass, The Modern Junior High
School, 2nd edition (New York: Ronald Press Company, 1956), p. 32.
37Tony Hancock, "Exploratory French Program" (Kalona, Indiana:
Mid-Prarie Junior High School, no date given), p. 1. (Mimeographed)
38 "Curriculum" (Austin, Texas: Texas Education Agency, no date
given), p. 25. (Mimeographed)
39R. P. Brimm, The Junior High School (New York: The Center
for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1963), p. 27.
15
In many schools the General Language course offered the student a
taste of four languages, usually Latin, French, Spanish, and German.
The General Language course was never widespread but still exists
today on a small scale in some junior high schools. After World
War II and the advent of Sputnik, the popularity of the General Lan-
guage course decreased greatly and the course almost disappeared
40
completely from the junior high school curriculum.
During the early 1950's junior high schools offering a foreign
language in the seventh and eiebth grades were very rare. The
General Language course was the most common course offering. The
situation changed in the middle of the 1960's when junior high
schools again began to introduce foreign languages into the curric-
ulum.
41
In the late 1950's and the early 1960's many elementary schools
Initiated foreign language programs. These programs, called FLES,
had varying degrees of success. If schools had well-trained per-
sonnel and articulation between levels, FLES was usually success-
ful.
42
In the early 1960's educators assumed that FLES would work
as an exploratory and that middle school foreign languages would
comprise the first level of a sequential program. However, many
40
Joseph S. Roucek, ed., The Study of Foreign Languages
(New York: Philosophical Library Inc., 1969), p. 330.
41
The Junior High School Principals' Association and the
Junior High School Association of Illinois, Foreign Language 
Instruction in the Junior High School Grades (Danville, Illinois:
The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc., 1960), p. v.
42
Leslie W. Kindred, The Intermediate Schools (Englewood
-.:1iffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966)7-5. 151.
16
educators became disenchanted with FLES and the program soon faded
In many school districts. The exploratory function was then
assumed by the middle schools.
4.3
 During the early 1970's many
middle schools added foreign languages to the curriculum. Thus,
In a sense, foreign language exploratory programs are back where
they began—in the seventh and eighth grades. However, in later
years, the first-year language course was postponed until the
44
ninth grade.
Traditionally, art, music, home economics, and industrial
arts were the only exploratory offerings in the junior high school.
At the Present time, exploration has been extended into every sub-
ject in the curriculum.
45
Exploration is one of the basic tenets
46
of the modern middle school. The middle school is a fairly new
innovation and term. In order to avoid confusion, a definition
is needed. The middle school child is a pre-adolescent or early
adolescent usually between the ages of nine and thirteen. The
middle school may encompass grades . Although the organiza-
tional pattern of the middle school varies from one area to another,
grades 6, 7, and 8 is the most common grouping of grades.
47
Other
43Fearing and Grittner, p. 1.
44
James Bryant Conant, Recommendations for Education in the
Junior High School Years (Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Test-
ing Service, 1960), D. 19.
45
Gruhn, p. 53.
"'Hansen and Hearn, p. 204.
47fl
Middle School Objectives" (Austin, Texas: Texas Lt;ducation
Agency, no date given), p. 4. (Mimeographed)
17
ment • • . that foreign language study should begin early."
variations are 5, 6, 7, and 8, or 7, 3, and 9 (the traditional
junior high school), or 7 and 9.48
In many school districts, the earliest introduction to a
foreign language is at the middle school level. Although the
experts agi.ee that the elementary school age child is best able
to learn to speak a foreign langvage, few schools now offer FLES.
General agreement exists among educators and parents that all
middle school children should have the opportunity to study a
foreign language.
49 
Experts in the field of foreign language
education agree that the earlier a student begins the study of
a foreign language, the better. "There is almost unanimous agree-
50
thildren are not as self-conscious about imitating new sounds
and expressions as are their elders. They are more enthusiastic
and have a better chance of acquiring a native accent than do
high school students. The ability to acquire a native accent is
greatest during childhood, decreases during adolescence, and is
almost impossible for an adult.
51
48
Fearing and Grittner, p. 1.
49
The National Association of Secondary Principals' Committee
on Curriculum Planning and Development. "Modern Foreign Languages
in the Comprehensive Secondary School." The Bulletin. September
1959, p. 4.
50The Junior High School Principals' Association and the




It is a well-accepted pedagogical principle that the time
to begin a foreign language is in the earlier years of
life, before marked self-consciousness has become an in-
hibitory factor in expression and before sensitiveness (2
to the misuse of conventional forms of speech is acute.'
Although a child's ability to imitate sounds diminishes as he becomes
older, his ability to analyze and make generalizations about lan-
guage increases.53 Research by Wilder Penfield of the Montreal
Neurological Institute indicates that a child's ability to imitate
new foreign sounds is greatly reduced by the age of nine. Penfield
believes that the best time to introduce a child to the study of a
foreign language is between the ages of four and ten. At this age
a child's ability to imitate new sounds is phenomenal, the powers
of memorization are remarkable, and the vocal chords are very
elastic. A. A. Douglass states that children:
. . . memorize very readily, but unless there is much,
very much repetition, what has been so quickly learned
is quickly lost. They are free from self-consciousness,
and are full of eager interest in their work. On the
other hand, the reasoning powers are not so fully devel-
oped, and grammatical constructions must be presented
very simply and very slowly to be understood. )5
Most educators state that it is the basic right of each middle
school student to have the opportunity to study a foreign language.
Some people believe that all students should be required to study
a foreign language while others disagree and state that a foreign
52
Davis, p. 120.
53Hansen and Hearn, p. 226.
54Ibid.
55Aubrey Augustus Douglass, "The Junior High School," Part III
of The Fifteenth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Sducation (Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company,
1924), p. 70.
19
language should be offered as an elective. A great deal of contro-
versey and disagreement exist over who should study a foreign lan-
guage. Many teachers argue that only those students with strong
English backgrounds or with high IQs can possibly be able to learn
a foreign language.56




Today most parents believe that exposure to a second language
is vital. In 1959 the National Association of Secondary School
-1-incipals stated that all children "should have the opportunity
Research studies have shown that "IQ, achieve-
English, success in other school subjects,
tests" are poor predictors of success in a
to elect foreign language study and to continue it as long as their
interest and ability permit."58 [sic] The United States Office of
Education agrees with this. The State of California requires all
students to study a foreign language for three years, with foreign
language instruction beginning no later than the sixth grade.59
Authorities agree that the value of foreign language study increases
with each year it is studied. Davis states that " . . . beginning a
language in the seventh or eighth grade is one way of making prolonged
56Gertrude Noar, The Junior High School: Today z.nd Tomorrow,
2nd edition (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1961), p. 213.
57George C. Stoumbis and Alvin W. Howard, editors. Schools for
the Middle Years: Readings (Scranton, Pennsylvania: International






Most of the seventh and eighth grade foreign
language courses offered are exploratory in nature. Although dis-
agreement among educators exists on the way to provide exploratory
foreign language experiences, "there is little question about the










As no study of foreign language exploratory courses in grades
5-8 in Kentucky has yet been drne, the main problems in finding
information on exploratories were to locate those school districts
which had exploratories or similar programs and to obtain detailed
information on exploratories. It was decided to deal with grades
5-8 rather than use the terms "junior high school" and "middle
school." These terms might have led to confusion as their meaning
and scope varied from one school district to another. The 192
public school districts in Kentucky and their superintendents
were located by consulting the Kentucky School Directory for
1975-1976. Non-public schools (such as state-related, federal
dependent, parochial, and private) were not included in the research.
A cover letter (see Appendix A) and a survey (see Appendix B) were
sent to 182 superintendents. A stamped, self-addressed envelop
was included to insure a greater 'umber of returns.
The eight-question survey sent 'o the superintendents dealt
with three areas: (1) foreign languages in grades 5-8 in the dis-
trict, (2) foreign languages in grades 9-12, (3) plans for the imple-
mentation of a foreign language progri in grades 5-8. Superinten-
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dents were asked which languages were taught in grades 5-8, the names
of the teachers of foreign languages in these grades and the schools
where they taught, and whether foreign language instruction in grades
5-8 was part of an exploratory program. The superintendents were
then asked to list the high schools which offered foreign languages,
which languages were taught, and on which grade levels. The final
question asked if the school district planned to initiate a foreign
language exploratory program in grades 5-8 within the next school
year.
Surveys were received from 153 (or 84%) of the 182 school dis-
tricts in Kentucky. A total of 25 school districts (or 14%) were
identified as having a language program in grades 6, 7, or 8, and
79 teachers were listed as foreign language teachers in these grades.
(As no school district had a foreign language course below the sixth
grade level, mention of a fifth grade course will be dropped from
future discussions.)
More extensive surveys were then sent to the teachers. A cover
letter to teachers (see Appendix C), a three-page survey (see Appendix
D), and a stamped, self-addressed envelop were sent to the teachers.
A total of 51 out of 79 teachers returned the surveys (65% return).
Only 46 of these surveys could be used as five teachers incacated
that they did not teach below the ninth grade level this year.
Therefore, the number of teachers in grades 6-8 decreased from 79
to 75.
Questions on the teacher surveys were divided into two sections,
labeled "Personal Data" and "The Foreign Language Program in Grades
5-8," the second section being the most lengthy. Section I, "Personal
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Data," asked for the sex and age of the teachers, languages taught,
college preparation, and number of years of teaching experience.
Section II, which dealt specifically with the language program in
grades 5-8, asked about the length of the exploratory class, the
age group eligible for the course, criteria for selecting students,
the enrollment figures in exploratories, materials used, the weak-
nesses and strong points of the program, and teachers' recommenda-
tions for improvement of the program.
CHAPTER IV
0RESENTATION OF DATA FROM SUPERINTENDENTS
Only 29 (or 16%) of the superintendents out of 182 did not
respond to the survey. These 29 districts are listed in Appendix E.
The writer learned from personal contacts that at least four of the
districts do have a foreign language program at the middle school.
Only five school districts (or 2.79%) of those surveyed had no
foreign language at the high school level. Three school districts
had only kindergarten through the ,Aghth grade. Therefore, the
base number in calculating state-wide statistics for grades K-8
was 182 school districts whereas 179 was used in dealing with the
high school foreign languafe programs.
Twenty-five school districts (or 13.731) responded that they
had a foreign language program below the ninth grade level. Thus,
85.47% of the high schools offering a high school foreign language
did not have such a program. Chart II (page 25) indicates the num-
ber of school districts offering French, Spanish, Latin, German,
Russian, and Hebrew at the high school level (grades 9-12). The
percentage of districts in the state of Kentucky offering each lan-
guage is also reflected. French was offered by more school dis-
tricts than any other language. Spanish was a close second. A
drastic reduction in numbers took place between second and third
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place. Latin and German were fairly close with Russian and Hebrew
trailing in a distant fifth and sixth place.
CHART II
DISTRICTS OFFERING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN GRADES 9-12*







'Percentages figured individually by languages
Chart III indicates the number and percentage of school dis-
tricts offering a language in grades 6-8. French and Spanish
remain close as favorite language offerings in grades 6-8. Only
10.98% of the school districts in Kentucky offer French in grades
6-8 and 9.34't offer Spanish. German is next at 2.19%. Italian and
Russian are taught in one school district each.
CHART III
DISTRICTS OFFERING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN GRADES 6-8'





Russian 1 • 54%
Percentages figured individually by languages
The map in Appendix F indicates the location of all 25 districts
which have a language program below the ninth grade level. Foreign
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languages are noticeably lacking from the school districts of South-
eastern and 3outhcentral Kentucky. School districts offering a
language program in grades 6-9 generally cluster in three main
regions: (1) Northeastern Kentucky, (2) the Capital area, (3) Western
Kentucky. (Thviously the districts which have the largest foreign
language programs have several common denominators. They are close
to large metropolitan centers such as Louisville, Lexington,
Cincinnati, Owensboro, or Bowling Green. They cluster near large
universities and colleges (Morehead State University, Murray State
University, Northern Kentucky University, the University of Kentucky,
the University of Louisville, and Western Kentucky University). Of
these 25 school districts, 16 (or 644) border one of the states
surrounding Kentucky or (in the case of the independent districts)
are located in counties bordering other states. Almost all the
school districts which offer a foreign language in grades 6-8 border
on one or more districts with a similar program.
Chart IV (page 27) lists the 25 school districts in Kentucky
which offer a foreign language in grades 6-8. The foreign language
offered is also listed. With the exception of the school systems of
Anchorage and Simpson County, each language offered in grades 6-8
is also taught on the high school level. Thus, in most instances,
foreign language programs below the ninth grade level serve as
"feeder programs" to increase high school language enrollment.
Those counties which responded that they did not have a foreign
language program below the ninth grade level are listed in Appendix E.
Seven superintendents (or 3.84) indicated that they planned to
implement a foreign language program in grades 5-8 for the 1976-77
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school year. The following five school districts will have such a
program next year: Grayson, Hickman, Hopkins, Metcalfe, and
Montgomery. Perry ,;ounty will soon have foreign languages in
grades 9-9 and the Greenville Independent Schools plan to begin
a program, depending upon finances.
The superintendents who re3ponded to the survey listed the
names of all teachers of foreign languages in grades 6-8, the name
of the school, and the grade and language taught. The list of 75
teachers is provided in Appendix G. An asterisk (*) indicates
those programs which are exploratory in nature.
CHART IV








3. Boone County French
4. Boyd County French
5. Boyle County French
6. Campbell County French
7. Christian County Spanish and French
8. Daviess County Spanish, French, German, Russian
9. Fayette County Spanish and French
10. Fleming County French
11. Franklin County Spanish
12. Henderson County French
13. Jefferson County Spanish, French, German
14. Jessamine County French
15. Johnson County Spanish and French
16. Logan County French
17. Nelson County Spanish and French
18. Simpson County Spanish, French, Italian . German
19. Trigg County Spanish
20. Washington County Spanish
21. Anchorage Independent Spanish and French
(1)
22. Bardstown independent Spanish and French
23. Fort Thomas Independent Spanish
24. Mayfield Independent Spanish and French
25. Murray Independent French
*Terminal courses which are not offered in grades 9-12
(1) Only K-8th grades; no high school in district.
CHAPTER V
PRESENTATION OF DATA FROM TEACHERS
Of the 79 surveys sent to teachers, 51 (651) were returned.
Only 46 of those returned were usable, as five teachers indicated
they did not teach below the ninth grade level this year. The
names of the 46 teachers used in this study are listed in Appendix H.
In the first section of the survey, teachers were asked to give
some personal information. From this section it was learned that 39
teachers (84.78%) were female and 7 (15.22%) were male4 60.871 of
all teachers were between the ages of 21 and 30. A further break-
down of the statistics on age are given in Chart V.
CHART V
kge




No. of Responses Percentage No. of Responses Percentage
21-30 25 54.35% 3 6.52%
31-40 11 23.91% 3 6.52%
41-50 1 2.17% 0 0.00%
51-60 2 4.351 1 2.17%
61--- 0 0.001 0 0.00%
TOTALS: 39 34.781, 7 15.21%
The majority of the teachers taught Spanish (45.65%) or French
(30.43%). Over half of the teachers (56.52%) had a major in the
language they taught or at least a minor (19.57%). Chart VI (on
page 29) shows the number of teachers per language and Chart VII
(on page 29) indicates the amount of preparation in the language(s)
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taught. Over half the teachers (27 out of 46 or 59.70%) were not
full-time language teachers; however, a large majority (33 teachers
or 71.74%) were full-time teachers at the junior high school or
middle school level. Fifty-seven per cent of all teachers (26 out
of 46) had taught at another level. Of these 26, 46.15% (12 teachers)
indicated that they preferred to teach on the high school level, while
38.46% (10 teachers) preferred the junior high school level. Those
who had never taught on another level (a total of 20 teachers) were
not included as they had no true basis for comparison. For a more
complete breakdown of statistics, refer to Chart VIII.
CHART VI
NUMBER OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHERS IN GRADES 6-8
Spanish
French






Spanish and French 5 10.87%
French and Russian 1 2.17%
TOTALS: 46 99.99%
CHART VII
AMOUNT OF TEACHER PREPARATION IF EACH FOREIGN LANGUAGE TAUGHT
Number of Responses Percentage
A major 26 56.52%
A minor (18 hours) 9 19.57%
Less than a minor (1-17 hours) 4 8.70%
French major/Spanish minor 1 2.17%
Spanish/French major 2 4.35%
French major/Russian minor 1 2.17%
Spanish and French minor 1 2.17%
Only had the language in high school 1 2.17%




COURSE LEVEL TEACHERS PREFERRED*
Number of Res)onses Percentage
Elementary 1 3.85%
Junior High School 10 38.85%
High School and Junior High School 1 3.85%
High School 12 46.15%
Junior College 0 0.00%
College 0 0.00%
No preference 2 7.69%
TOTALS: 26 99.99%
*Only asked of the 26 teachers who had taught another level.
The number of years of teaching experience in a foreign language
ranged from one-half year of experience to sixteen years of experi-
ence. The majority of the teachers (60.88%) were non-tenure (four
years of experience or less). Chart IX (on page 31) shows the com-
plete statistics on the number of years of experience.
A composite picture of the typical foreign language exploratory
teacher would show that the average teacher is a female between the
ages of 21 and 30 with less than five years of teaching experience.
She is Probably a Spanish major who teaches full time on the junior
high school level but teaches a subject in addition to a foreign
language.
The remainder of the teachers' survey asked questions pertinent
to the foreign language program in grades 5-8. A total of 32 teachers
stated that their -;lasses were exploratory. Five teachers (10.87%)
responded that their classes were exploratory in nature in some
cases, but not always. Eight teachers (17.39%) said that theirs
were not exploratory and there was no response from one teacher.
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CHART IX
NUMBER OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE TEACHING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE




















A total of 24 teachers (52.17%) said their program was sequen-
tial, while 17 (36.96) answered negatively. One teacher indicated
that the program was both terminal and continuous, depending upon the
individual student. Four "no responses" (8.7%) were received. When
asked if their program was a one-year course equivalent to the high
school Level I course, 35% answered affirmatively. Nine per cent
Indicated that theirs was a two-year program equivalent to the high
school Level I course. Thirteen per cent of the teachers indicated
that their students were permitted to earn high school credit for a
Level I equivalent course. Three teachers indicated that this is pend-
ing and they hope that eighth graders will be given high school credit
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for their course next year. Thirty per cent indicated that their
students may continue with Level II as ninth graders.
Little agreement exists on the length of time the exploratory
should be offered. The longest class meeting lasts 72 mlnutes and
the shortest is 30 minutes. Most classes meet five times per week.
A more complete breakdown is shown in Charts X, XI, XII.
CHART X
LENGTH OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSES IN GRADES 6-8
Number of Responses Percentage
2 years 1 2.17%
1 year 10 21.74%
27 weeks 1 2.17%
18 weeks 6 13.04%
12 weeks 11 23.91%
9 weeks 4 8.70%
6 weeks 6 13.04%
/4.-,- and 9 weeks 2 4.35%
8th grade--all year; 6th and 7th--1 semes. 1 2.17%
9 and 18 weeks 1 2.17%
No response / 6.52%
TOTALS: 46 99.98%
CHART XI
NUMBER OF CLASS MEETINGS PER WEEK
Number of Responses Percentage
(A) 5 41 89.13%
(B) 4 2 4.35%
(C) 5 times in two weeks 2 4.35%
(D) 8th grade--every 'ay;




NUMBER OF MINUTES PER CLASS MEETING
Minutes Number of Responses Percentage
(A) 72 1 2.17%
(B) 60 4 8.70%
(I 55 18 39.13%
(D 52 2 4.35%
(E) 50 7 15.21%
(F) 47 2 4.35%
(c) 45 7 15.21%
(H) 40 2 4.35%
(I) 35 2 4.35%
(j) 30 1 2.17%
TOTALS: 46 99.99%
The criteria for selecting students for foreign language explora-
tories differ from one school district to another and from one school
to another within a district. Teachers were asked to give the cri-
teria by which students were selected for their classes. In many
cases multiple answers were given. The seven main categories were:
(1) IQ, (2) ability or aptitude in English, (3) achievement test
scores, (4) grade point average in English, (5) grade point average
overall, (6) advanced or accelerated students only, (7) any student
may enroll. In many cases other criteria were listed and are given
in the following listing.
(1) Students are assigned randomly by homeroom.
(2) Students must make an adequate score on the Pimsleur Lan-
guage Aptitude Test.
(3) Reading scores must be adequate.
(4) Requirements for 6th and 7th graders are different from
8th grade requirements.
(5) Some students do not have another elective to choose from
and are placed in French.
(6) The top two or three core classes are scheduled for a for-
eign language.
(7) Students must qualify for the advanced program.
(9) A foreign language is required of all 8th graders.
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(9) Every student is scheduled for Spanish or French at least
one class during his three years at the school.
(10) Requirements for 7th graders differ from the requirements
for 8th graders.
The majority of the programs (65.22%) are offered as free electives
for any interested student to take, regardless of the six other
categories. The following Chart XIII shows the results from the
survey.
CHART XIII










(a) Achievement test scores 7 15.22%
(D) G. P. A. in English 8 17.04%
(E) G. P. A. overall 4 8.70%
(F) Advanced students only 5 10.8?%
(c) Any student may enroll 30 65.22%
(H) Other criteria 14 30.43%
Each criterion is calculated individually.
A wide variety of patterns exists in the selection of the age
group to study a foreign language. In some schools a foreign lan-
guage is required of all 8th grade students, while others offer a
language to 6th, 7th or 8th graders as a free elective. No agree-
ment exists on which grade level should study a foreign language nor
whether a language should be required of all students or only a
select group. Sixteen teachers (34.73%) responded that foreign lan-
guages were offered only to 8th graders. Fourteen teachers (30.43%)
said that their classes were mixed, containing both 7th and 8th
graders. Eight teachers (17.39%) said that 6th, 7th, and 8th grade
students were often in the same foreign language class. ,:hart XIV
offer further statistics on this.
CI:ART XIV
(7.i0MPOSITION OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSES
Number 3: Percentage
Offered only to 8th graders 16 34.78%
Offered only to 7th graders 1 2.17%
Both 7th and 8th graders mixed 14 30.43%
6th, 7th, and 8th graders mixed 8 17.39%
7th and 8th graders separated 4 8.70%
Advanced program. 7th and 8th separated 1 2.17%
Advanced program, 6th, 7th. 8th separated 1 2.17%
No response 1 2.17%
TOTALS: 46 99.98%
The vast majority of the teachers (84.78%) responded that their
foreign language classes were not grouped by ability. As most of
the classes are free electives, any student may enroll who wishes
to do so and a wide range of ability levels are often represented
in one class.
The number of students who took a foreign language exploratory
varied greatly from one school district to another. Some teachers
taught full time at the middle school and naturally had a greater
number of students than those teacners who taught only one or two
language classes at the middle school level. In addition, the
duration of the exploratory greatly affected the number of students
in a foreign language exploratory course. Obviously, an exploratory
which lasts six weeks and is offered to six different groups of stu-
lents would have a large enrollment figure. 'Mart XV (page 36)
indicates the enrollment in the 46 programs.
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'HART XV
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE PER YEAR











No response _....2 6.52%
TOTALS: 46 99.98%
Twenty-one teachers (or 45.65%) indicated that enrollment
figures were approximately the same this year as last. Only 8.7%
of the programs had a lower enrollment figure and 19.56% had a
higher enrollment this year. A total of seven programs were new
this year and hal no previous enrollment figures on which to base
a comparison. Five teachers (10.87) did not respond to this ques-
tion. A complete listing of the percentage of 7th and 8th grade
population which took a foreign language for the 1975-76 school year
is listed in I:hart XVI (page 37). As the chart indicates, in the
majority of the exploratory courses, less than 50% of the student
population is enrolled in a foreign language. In fact, only 11
teachers stated that more than 50% of each grade is involved in a
foreign language program.
Although disagreement exists over many facets of the foreign
language exploratory program, teachers often mention one common
problem. Teachers state that they have difficulty finding materials
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suited to the middle school age group and pertinent to an exploratory
program. A majority of the teachers surveyed (54.35%) or 25 teachers
indicated that they had difficulty finding materials. Forty per
cent (18 teachers) had no trouble and three teachers did not respond
(6.52%). Sixty-one per cent of all teachers indicated that they
rely principally on teacher prepared materials as the main instruc-
tional media. Thirty per cent indicated that their students are
required to Puy a textbook, while 23.91% indicated that textbooks
are used only as classroom resource materials. Thirty-five per cent
indicated that no textbook is used as a basic text. Only one person
listed television as a medium of instruction. (The above statistics
were figured individually by category.) A complete list of text-
books being used in grades 6-8 is given in Appendix I.
CHART XVI
PERCENTAGE OF 7TH AND 8TH GRADE POPULATION TAKING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Percentage of Population
7th Grade 8th Grade
Number Percentage Number Percentage
0-10% 17 36.96% 9 17.39%
11-20% 6 13.04% 9 19.56%
21-305 3 6.52% 3 6.52%
31-40% 3 6.52% 8 17.39%
41-50% 1 2.17% 2 4.35%
51-607 0 0.00% 2 4.35%
61-70% 1 2.17% 1 2.17%
71-80% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
81-90% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
91-100% 4 8.70% 3 6.52%
No Response 11 23.19% 10 21.74%
TOTALS: 46 99.99% 46 99.99%
When asked about the availability of a language lab, the majority
responded that they did not have a lab. Thirty teachers (65.22%)
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indicated that they did not have a lab and only 16 teachers (34.78%)
answered affirmatively.
Only 10 teachers (21.73%) indicated that there was a foreign
language club in their school which their students could join.
Thirty-six 6eachers (78.25%) indicated that they did not have a
club.
Teachers were asked in the final questions to evaluate their
program by listing its strong and weak points. A great variety of
responses were logged. Most teachers praised their program by stat-
ing that the exploratory program helped increase the enrollment in
language courses at the high school. Students were able to get an
idea of what language study was all about and were better able to
determine whether they wished to continue their language study.
Most teachers stated that since there is no pressure for grades,
motivation and student interest are high. At the 6th, 7th, and 9th
grade levels the students learn very quickly and are less self-
conscious about trying new sounds than are high school students.
Several teachers mentioned that their course was one of several
electives from which the students could choose and they felt their
students were well rounded and better educated after having been
exposed to a foreign language. Zven those who chose not to continue
their language study in the high school seemed to benefit from the
study of a foreign language in grades 6-8.
Criticisms of the foreign language program were widespread and
teacners often voiced the same opinion or a similar criticism of
some aspect of the program. The most frequently mentioned complaints
centered on the lack of basic materials, such as textbooks, tape
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recorgers, filmstrips, overhead projectors, the lack of a language
lab, and the need to screen prospective pupils more closely. In
many cases, students were permitted to enroll in a foreign language
regardless of their ability. In some cases, all students were
forced to take the course. Teachers generally agreed that only
interested, capable students should be permitted to register for a
foreign language. In one case only advanced students were allowed
to enroll and the teacher felt that average and above-average stu-
dents should also have the opportunity to study a foreign language.
Another teacher stated that classes needed to be grouped according
to ability levels. A frequent criticism concerned the length of
the exploratory. Generally, those who taught an exploratory which
lasted less than 9 weeks felt the exploratory should be lengthened.
Those whose programs were longer than 18 weeks felt that the time
limit should be shortened.
The following recommendations for improving the exploratory
program were compiled from the teachers' surveys. These recommenda-
tions were the most frequently mentioned.
1. More materials are needed.
2. A language lab is a must.
3. ore than one language should be offered.
4. guidelines limiting those who may enroll to those with
interest and motivation should be developed.
5. A textbook geared to exploratories is needed.
6. A textbook should be adopted.
7. There should ba no more than 25 students per class.
B. The foreign language exploratory should be offered to all
grades at the junior high/middle school level.
9. Teacher fluency is a must. All teachers should be quali-
fied to teach the language. Non-qualified teachers make
the program weak.
10. The exploratory program should last between 9 and 19 weeks.
11. The exploratory program should be offered as an elective.
No stu ent should be required to take a foreign language.




As a result of this study, it is clearly evident that standards
for foreign language exploratory programs vary greatly in the 25
public school districts of Kentucky which offer foreign languages
in grades 6-8. Foreign language exploratories at the middle school
or junior high school level are still at an embryonic stage of
development. The types of language programs, the number of lan-
guages offered in an exploratory, and the organizational patterns
of the programs differ a great deal from one school district to
another. Many programs are functioning with no guidelines from
the local or state level. Many teachers are "playing it by ear"
without basic materials such as textbooks or language labs. Too
many exploratory teachers have difficulty finding materials suit-
able for their programs and lack of funding is a common problem.
No standards have been set for the selection of students and
enrollment figures vary significantly from school to school.
A total of 32 teachers considered themselves exploratory teachers.
Seven new programs were begun in the 1975-76 school year and seven
school districts plan to implement an exploratory foreign language
program during the 1976-77 school year or in the near future. If
the present trend continues, each year more and more school dis-
tricts will begin the study of a foreign language in grades 6-8 and
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the program will expand and gain popularity and prestige. One can
safely predict that exploratories have a bright future in Kentucky.
Recommendations
Rased on information from the surveys and personal experience,
the author agrees with the teachers' recommendations and would recom-
mend that the following steps be taken in relation to foreign language
exploratories. The Kentucky State Department of Education should
establish a definition of foreign language exploratories and guide-
lines for such programs. A long-term study needs to be done on explo-
ratories in Kentucky. Research on the progress of foreign languages
in grades 6-8 would predict future trends for foreign language educa-
tion and would help plan for the future. A resource booklet with
suggestions, lesson plans, activities appropriate to the 6th, 7th,
and/or 8th grader and an up-to-date list of teachers, languages, and
addresses should be made available to all foreign language explora-
tory teachers to be used as a resource tool. If possible, workshops
for foreign language exploratory teachers should be held at profes-
sional meetings, such as district educational meetings or the yearly
Kentucky Oducation Association meetings. Research and professional
literature needs to be written on the extent of foreign language
exploratories not only in Kentucky, but in the many other states
which offer exploratories.
The two immediate needs of the foreign language program in
entucky are the establishment of state-wide curriculum guidelines
and the continuing of research to determing the status of foreign
language exploratories in Kentucky and in the nation.
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P3 Willow Creek Apts., Shive Lane
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
April 7, 1976
Dear
Foreign language exploratory programs exist in several school
districts of Kentucky. However, the school districts offering
such programs have not yet been identified and no extensive
research has been done on this subject. At the present time
the Kentucky State Department of Education has very little
information on the extent of foreign language exploratory
education in our state.
I am currently working on a Specialist Degree at Western Kentucky
University. This semester I am beginning my thesis project on
the subject of foreign language exploratory programs in Kentucky's
junior high/middle schools. The purpose of my study is to iden-
tify and describe existing foreign language exploratory courses.
For the purpose of my study I am defining an exploratory course
as any language course below the 9th grade level which lasts
less than one year and serves as an introduction to high school
language courses.
Would you please complete the enclosed survey and return it to
me as soon as possible. I realize that your time is very
precious and an effort has been made to keep this survey simple.
In addition, a stamped, self-addressed envelop is enclosed for
your convenience. If you wish to make additional comments, please
feel free to use the reverse side of the survey.
Your help is deeply appreciated.
Thank you so much,







1. Is a foreign language taught in grades 5-8 in your district? Yes
No
(If your answer is "no," go to #5)
2. Which languages are taught in grades 5-9? (Please check)
A. Spanish  
B. French  




3. List the junior high/middle schools in your district which offer a
foreign language and please give the following information:
Name of School Grades Languages Name of Foreign Language Teacher 
4. Is foreign language instruction in grades 5-8 part of an exploratory
program? Yes
No
5. Is a foreign language offered at the high school level? Yes
No
6. Please list the high schools in your district which offer a foreign
language.
Name of School Grades Language(s) Offered
7. At what grade levels are foreign lan ua es taught in your district?
Grade Spanish French German
-4






8. If your school district does not offer a foreign language in grades 5-9,
do you plan to begin such a program within the next school year? Yes
No
APPENDIX C
Cover Letter to Teachers
P3 Willow Creek Apts., Shive Lane
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
April 7, 1976
Dear
Foreign language exploratory programs exist in several school
districts of Kentucky. However, the school districts offering
such programs have not yet been identified and no extensive
research has been done on this subject. At the present time
the Kentucky State Department of Education has very little
information on the extent of foreign language exploratory
education in our state.
I am currently working on a Specialist Degree at Western Kentucky
University. This semester I am beginning my thesis project on
the subject of foreign language exploratory programs in Kentucky's
junior high/middle schools. The purpose of my study is to iden-
tify and describe existing foreign language exploratory courses.
For the purpose of my study I am defining an exploratory course
as any language course below the 9th grade level which lasts
less than one year and serves as an introduction to high school
language courses.
Your superintendent gave me your name as a teacher of 7th and
8th grade foreign language classes. Would you please complete
the enclosed survey and return it to me as soon as possible.
For your convenience, I am enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelop.
I realize that your time is very precious and an effort has been
made, to keep this survey simple. If you wish to make additional
comments, please feel free to use the reverse side of the survey.
Your help is deeply appreciated.
Thank you so much,
(Miss) Lila Charlotte Wells









All information will be
kept confidential.
I. r Personal Data: Please check the appropriate answer.





3. Which language(s) do you teach at the middle school level. Do you
have a major or minor in each language?







4. How many years of teaching experience in a foreign language will you
have at the end of the current school year? year(s)
5. Are you a full-time foreign language teacher? Yes No (If
you answered "no," please list the other subjects you teach.7---
6. Are you presently teaching full time at the junior high/middle school?
Yes No (If "no," please explain your other teaching duties.)
7. Have you taught a foreign language at any other level than the middle
school level? Yes  No
If you answered "yes," please list the level at which you taught and
the number of years you taught at each level.
(A) Elementary  Years 
(B) High School  Years 
(C) Junior College  Years 
(D) College or University Years 
8. Which level do you prefer to teach?
II. The Foreign Language Program in Grades 5-8. (If you also teach in grades
9-12, please remember to answer these questions in relation to your middle
school language courses.)
9. Is your foreign language class at the middle school level an explora-
tory course? Yes No
10. Is your course part of a larger sequential program? Yes No
If you answered "yes," please answer the following questions:
(a) Is your program a one-year course equivalent to the high school
Level I course? 
(b) Is your program a two-year program equivalent to the high school
Level I course? 
(c) Are your students permitted to earn high school credit for your
Level I--equivalent course?
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(d) Are your students permitted to continue with the Level II
course as nirth graders? 
(e) Other  (please specify)
11. Please write the schedule of classes you teach and the grade level
of each. Please specify whether the class is Exploratory, Levels
I, II, III, or IV.














(D) other (specify) 
13. How many minutes per day doe?, the foreign language class meet?
minutes
14. How many times per week does the foreign language class meet? 




offered only to 8th graders
offered only to 7th graders
mixed (both 7th & 8th)
other (specify) 
16. How are students selected for your foreign language classes? Yes No
(A) Is I.Q. a criterion for selecting foreign language students
M Is ability (aptitude) in English a criterion?Are achievement test scores used?
(D) Is a certain grade point standing in English required?
(E) Is a certain grade point standing in all courses required?
(F) Only accelerated or gifted students may enroll.
(G) Any student interested in studying a foreign language
may enroll, regardless of I.Q., English grades, etc.
(H) Other (specify) 
17. Are your foreign language classes grouped according to ability levels?
Yes No
18. How many students are enrolled in your school in grade 7?
I/ 
II 8?
10. How many students have taken (or are taking) your foreign language
classes this year?
7th 8th 7th 8th
(A) Spanish (D) Latin
(B) French (E) Other
(c) German (specifyr—
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20. What percentage of the 7th grade
a foreign language? 0
21. What percentage of the 8th grade
a foreign language? 
student population study
student population study
22. ';ompared to 1974-75, is your foreign language enrollment this
year in the middle school (approximately): (A) higher 








materials are used in your foreign language classes?
Each student is provided with a free textbook.
Each student is required to buy a textbook.  
Textbooks are used only as classroom resource materials
No textbook is used as a basic text.  
Teacher prepared materials are the main instructional media
used. 
Television is used. (Please specify the channel
Other  (Please specify)
If a textbook is used, please give the name of the text and its
publisher. Name of text: Publisher: 
24. Do you have difficulty finding prepared material for foreign lan-
guage classes at the middle school level? Yes  No 
25. Do you have a language laboratory in your school? Yes  No
26. Is there a foreign language club at the middle school level? Yes
No
27. What do you consider the strong points of your foreign language
program at the middle school level?
28. What do you consider the program's weaknesses?
29. Briefly describe the exploratory foreign language courses at your
middle school or attach a copy of: work plans, syllabus, and any
other outlines, or statement of objectives.
30. What recommendations would you make to improve your program?
APPENDIX E
128 Districts Which Do Not Have Languages Below the Ninth Grade
and
29 Districts Which Did Not Return Surveys
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APPENDIX E
128 DISTRICTS WHICH DC NOT HAVE LANGUAGES BELOW THE NINTH GRADE
Anderson Hopkins Pulaski Frankfort
Barren Jackson Robertson Fulton
Bath Knott Rockcastle Greenville
Bell Knox Russell Harla.1
Bourbon Larue She Harrodsburg
Bracken Laurel Spencer Hazard
Breathitt Laurence Todd Jackson
Breckirridge Lee Union Jenkins
Bullitt Leslie Warren Ludlow
Butler Letcher Wayne Lynch
Caldwell Lincoln Whitley Maysville
Calloway Livingston Wolfe Middlesboro
Carlisle *Lyon Woodford Monticello
Carroll Madison Ashland Newport
Carter Magoffin Augusta Owensboro
Casey Marion Beechwood Paducah
Clark Marshall Bellevue Paintsville
Clay Mason Bowling Green Paris
Cumberland McCreary Burgin Pikeville
*Elliott McCracken Campbellsville Providence
Estill McLean Caverna Raceland
Floyd Metcalfe Central City Richmond
Garrard Monroe Cloverport Russell
Grant Montgomery Corbin Russellville
Grayson Muhlenberg Covington Science Hill
Green Nicholas Danville Silver Grove
Hardin Oldham Dayton Somerset
Harlan Owen Dawson Springs *Southgate
Harrison Owsley *East Bernstadt Walton Verona
Hart Pendleton Elizabethtown West Point
Henry Perry Eminence Williamsburg
*Hickman Pike Fairview Williamstown
29 DISTRICTS WHICH DID NOT RETURN SURVEYS
Adair Greenup Mercer Trimble
Clinton Hancock Morgan Webster
Crittenden Kenton Ohio Barbourville
Edmonson Lewis Powell Berea
Fulton Martin Rowan Erlanger
Gallatin Meade Scott Glasgow
Graves Menifee Taylor Henderson
Pineville
An asterisk (*) indicates those school districts which do not have
a foreign language at the high school level.
APPENDIX F
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The 46 Teachers Used in Study
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APPENDIX H
THE 46 TEACHERS USED IN STUDY
Carolyn Atkerson (Logan Co.)
Leah Berry (Jefferson Co.)
Sherry Blankenship (Allen Co.)
Janet Borsh (Jefferson Co.)
Nancy Brock (Jefferson Co.)
Carolyn Browning (Anchorage Indep.)
Barbara Collins (Washington Co.)
Julia Dailey (Franklin Co.)
Carla Evans (Bardstown Indep.)
Rebecca Evans (Ballard Co.)
Judy Frazier (Nelson Co.)
Carl Garrott (Christian Co.)
Mary Glauber (Jefferson Co.)
Jane Greenwell (Bardstown Indep.)
Glenda Guess (Henderson Co.)
Brenda Harmon (Daviess Co.)
Marynell Hopson (Trigg Co.)
Yvonne Karl (Jefferson Co.)
Susan Kays (Bardstown)
Sharon Kazee (Boyd Co.)
Polly Keelin (Daviess Co.)
Denise Lagos (Fayette Co.)
Doralyn Lanier (Murray Indep.)
Ruthe Lusk (Jefferson Co.)
Niana McIntyre (Fayette Co.)
Carolyn Milburn (Boyle Co.)
Lonnie Moffitt (Mayfield Indep.)
Sue Morris (Daviess Co.)
Sharon Sandefur (Daviess Co.)
L. Schreiner (Jefferson Co.)
Patricia Schroer (Boone Co.)
William Smith (Fayette Co.)
Luis E. de Soccaraz (Jefferson Co.)
Mary Stokes (Jefferson Co.)
Sharon Stokley (Jefferson Co.)
Nancy Tankersley (Christian Co.)
Jake Valdez (Daviess Co.)
Juan Walker (Jefferson Co.)
Barbara Watson (Fayette Co.)
Lila Charlotte Wells (Simpson Co.)
William Whitaker (Jefferson Co.)
Rebekah Williams (Jefferson Co.)
Judy Williamson (Logan Co.)
Linda Wilson (Fayette Co.)
Pamela Wink (Franklin Co.)
Name Unknown (Jefferson Co.)
APPENDIX I
Textbooks Used in Grades 6-8
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APPENDIX I
Textbooks Used in Grades 6-8
Publisher Textbook District
Allyn & Bacon Nueva Vista Jefferson






D. C. Heath El Espa:Xol Al Dn. Washington
Mayfield
Encyclopedia Britannica Je Parie Fran ais Daviess
La Familia Ferna'ndez Daviess
Holt, Rinehart, & Winston A la Fran aise Simpson






Verstehen und Sprechen Daviess
MacMillan Usted Y Yo Bardstown
McGraw-Hill Espanol: Comencemos Ballard
Fayette
Jefferson
Le Franials: Comme ons Boyle
Learning French the Modern Way Fayette
Nelson
Learning Spanish the Modern Way Fayette
Jefferson
u Sigamos Fayette
Penguin Books 2rench Phrase Book Jefferson
German Phrase Book Jefferson
(Publisher Unknown) Voix et Images le France Christian
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